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Excluded from these provisions is material in articles for which the author holds copyright. In such cases, requests for permission to use or reprint should be addressed directly to the author(s). The conference series has been running continuously since the spring of 2002. During this period, the meetings grew from a dozen participants to about 30 participants during the last meetings. The conference attracts researchers and students working in Geometric Analysis and related fields. The original rationale for the series was that since geometric analysis research groups in the region are typically small, short and frequent meetings which are accessible by road travel would foster collaboration and help these groups grow and attract students.
Topics for the conference series include geometric analysis and related fields, in particular, nonlinear partial differential equations, general relativity, and geometric topology. Geometric analysis has seen several major developments in the last two decades. Among these are a number of important breakthroughs, such as the global stability of Minkowski spacetime and Perelman's work on Hamilton's Ricci flow. These developments have generated a lot of activity, pushing the discipline forward. The field also has numerous applications outside geometry in many diverse fields, such as general relativity, quantum field theory, capillarity, topology, optics, microbiology, and image processing. The area holds the promise of many more exciting developments in the next few years.
